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CYNGOR CEFN GWLAD CYMRU 
COUNTRYSIDE COUNCIL FOR WALES         
 

OFFSHORE RENEWABLE ENERGY CHECKLIST – SWAN TURBINES  NORTH ANGLESEY SITE 
 

IMPACTS ON IMPACTS OF SITE SPECIFIC 
DESIGNATED SITES – 
SSSI, SAC, RAMSAR 

• Construction 
• Operation 
• Decommissioning 
 
 
 

• The JNCC web site www.jncc.gov.uk contains information on all of the 
UK SACs and SPAs. 

• Ynys Feurig, Cemlyn Bay and The Skerries SPA – designated for 
Roseate Tern, Common Tern, Artic Tern and Sandwich Tern. 

• Bae Cemlyn / Cemlyn Bay SAC – designated for its coastal lagoons, 
and perennial vegetation of shingle banks. 

• There are a number of SSSIs, within the possible area of impact 
(depending on the zone of influence of the proposed works) including 
The Skerries, Carmel Head, Cemlyn Bay, Llanbadrig to Dinas Gwynfor, 
Henborth. See www.angleseynature.co.uk. Feature lists of these sites 
can be provided by CCW.  

• Since within possible area of impact of the proposed development 
(depending on coastal processes and zone of influence of the proposed 
works) there are a number of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and 
Special Protection Areas (SPA) there will be a requirement for the 
Competent Authorities to carry out a Significance Test under Regulation 
48 of the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994. 
Depending on the outcome of the Significance Test, there may be a need 
for an Appropriate Assessment. Consequently, it is important that the 
EIA contains sufficient information to allow the Competent Authorities 
to carry out these assessments if required. 

• Refer to Local Authorities for details of Local Nature Reserves. See also 
www.angleseynature.co.uk 
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MARINE MAMMALS • Disturbance 
• Underwater noise 
• Collision 

• Grey seals regularly use this area. Local seal haul-outs occur on Puffin 
Island, Dulas Island, North Stack, Cemaes Head and the Skerries and 
further a field at Bardsey Island and the Dee Estuary.  

• This is an important area for harbour porpoise where they are present all 
year round and adult females and young calves are regularly seen in 
spring and summer. Harbour porpoise rely heavily on high energy tidal 
areas for feeding. Other cetacean species sighted here include bottlenose 
dolphin and less regularly Risso’s dolphin and minke whale. 

• Collision risk/assessment would be a key concern for both seals and 
cetaceans and must be addressed. It is likely that the distance over which 
the device can be detected/seen will be site and species specific and vary 
with different environmental conditions affecting spread and loss of 
sound, background noise levels, and tidal flow speeds.  

• There are unknowns about the levels and impacts of the operational 
noise of the turbines, the hearing capability of marine mammals and 
their likely behavioural response. This would need to be examined. 

• Indirect effects would need to be examined for example changes to 
food/fish availability/distribution. 
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SEABED 
 

• Construction & 
decommissioning 

• Footprint 
• Sediment plumes 
• Moorings 

installation / 
presence / 
maintenance / 
decommissioning 

• The sediments in this area are understood to be coarse, composed 
mainly of sand and gravel. 

• CCW holds no biological survey data for this area. However we hold 
limited information from the inshore waters off the North Anglesey 
coast and samples from these areas show the sediment to be composed 
of a mixed rocky substrate with associated epifaunal communities. 
Patches of Modiolus modiolus reef have been found to the North West 
of the proposed development site; it is possible that they may be present 
elsewhere off the North of Anglesey. 

• An assessment would be needed of the importance of biological 
communities in the area to be impacted (both at the proposed device 
location and along the cable route). This would need to include an 
assessment of the potential loss or alteration of the benthic habitat and 
would need to be linked to the possible impacts of construction and 
changes in hydrodynamic regime. To carry out this assessment benthic 
surveys would be required, preferably taking the form of an acoustic 
survey (sidescan and / or multibeam) at the development site and along 
any proposed cable route, followed by appropriate macrofaunal 
sampling. This would allow the most appropriate location for the device 
deployment and cabling, to be identified whilst ensuring minimal impact 
on benthic communities. 

• The possible impacts on the benthic community of any anti-fouling 
methods to be used would also need to be assessed.  

• Sediment plumes during construction and maintenance must be 
controlled and their potential impacts assessed. 
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INTERTIDAL HABITATS • Cables to shore 
• Device construction 
• Transport to site 
• Changes in 

exposure and 
sediments supply  

 
 

• Impacts would depend on the final landfall route chosen, construction 
methods and access to the site, which would need to be considered. The 
use of directional drilling is encouraged.  

• The chosen cable route and construction sites would preferably avoid 
any dune frontage, seagrass beds and other sensitive intertidal 
communities such as tide swept and muddy gravel communities. 

• The area contains a range of shoreline types from exposed to moderately 
exposed shores, and substrates ranging from rocky cliffs to small coarse 
sand beaches. CCW holds intertidal survey data for this section of coast.  

BIRDS • Disturbance 
• Habitat loss 
• Lighting 
• Collision risk 

• Issues of concern which must be addressed include; collision with 
diving birds, habitat loss (intertidal/subtidal), bird disturbance and 
indirect effects such as changes to food/fish availability and distribution. 

• This area is important for diving birds particularly, puffins, guillemots, 
razorbills and gannets. These birds are known to dive to the depths at 
which these devices could be sited.  

• Potential impacts on all existing SPAs and SSSIs and possible marine 
SPAs, including extensions to sea bird colonies, inshore areas for non 
breeding sea ducks and divers and offshore feeding areas would need to 
be addressed. 

• Some data are available from WeBs, local bird reports. BTO hold data 
for wintering birds and JNCC hold some seabirds at sea data for this 
area.   
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ACCRETION 
EROSION 
COASTAL PROCESSES 
GEOMORPHOLOGICAL 
FEATURES 

• Structures 
• Changes in flows 
• Changes in waves 
• Sediment processes 

• Depending on the scale of the development the potential impacts on the 
near and far field hydrodynamic regime would need to be addressed.  

• Where changes are sufficient to modify the sediment transport regime 
consideration needs to be given to the extent to which coastal processes 
(including sediment erosion, transport, distribution and accretion) could 
be modified by the development.  

• If structures such as gravity foundations were deployed over a large area 
consideration may need to be given to their potential to modify the wave 
climate and associated coastal processes. However the rocky nature of 
much of this part of the coast means that the sensitivity to change may 
be limited. Some parts of the coast are of concern, for example Cemlyn 
Bay and its associated shingle ridge and sediment source. 

COASTAL & 
TERRESTRIAL 
HABITATS 

• Cable and onshore 
structures 

• Onshore 
construction 

• Transport to site 

• Protected species surveys may be needed but this depends on the 
landfall and route chosen. 

• The route of the cable, any on shore infra structure and construction 
sites would need to address designated sites, habitat and species issues 
inland. 

• Justification to demonstrate choice of cable route, of least impact, would 
be needed. 

• Photomontages and visual impact assessment would be needed for any 
overhead cable routes and substations should they be needed. This 
should include assessment of location and design options to minimise 
visual impacts. 
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FISH & FISHERIES • Exclusion areas 
• Displacement 
• Electrical 

interference 
• Collision 

• Within the area fishing boats operate mainly from Holyhead and 
Amlwch with a few small boats from Cemaes Bay. The coast is popular 
with recreational sea anglers and hire boats take anglers further out to 
sea. 

• Elasmobranchs (sharks, skates and rays) depend on electrical detection 
to find food and navigate. The importance this area for egg deposition 
sites and nursery areas is unknown at present. Work is ongoing to 
identify the areas used by rays during their lifecycle. The possible effect 
associated with cables to offshore renewable energy developments is 
being investigated under COWRIE see www.offshorewindfarms.co.uk 
and ways of mitigating (e.g. by burying cables) would need to be 
considered. 

• Assessment of the impact on local fisheries and nursery areas would be 
needed and the knock-on effects on benthos of displacing any fisheries 
elsewhere.  

NAVIGATION • Collision hazard 
• Exclusion area 

• A collision risk assessment during construction and operation would be 
needed. Note that the proposed construction of a deep water unloading 
facility for LNG at Amlwch (Canatxx) may have implications. 

• A marine pollution contingency plan would be needed.  
AMENITY & WATER 
USE 

• Exclusion areas 
• Collision Hazard 
• Enjoyment 

• Personal watercraft, yachts and kayaks regularly use this area and 
potential impacts of this development would need to be assessed.   

 
WATER QUALITY • Discharges during 

construction, 
maintenance & 
decommissioning 

 

• There are several discharges along the coast adjacent to the proposed 
site, which vary according to local population size. The water quality in 
the area is generally good. 

• Dilution and mixing would be expected to be high but effects of the 
development on these processes would have to be examined.  

• Discharges in this area include the cooling water from Wylfa power 
station. In addition the proposed Canatxx LNG gasification plant at 
Amlwch could, if consented, discharge of cooled water to this area. 
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VISUAL INTRUSION • Structure 
• Size 
• Distance 
• Layout 
• Visibility 
• Design 
• Lighting 
• Colour 
 

• This section relates only to that part of the development that lies above 
the water surface, plus any supporting infrastructure such as land fall 
substation and power lines or navigation marker poles or night lights, or 
any significant change to the appearance of the water surface that is 
visible from land (for example white trails or an alteration to wave 
character). 

• The need for assessment depends on the scale and visual prominence of 
the development. From the information provided it appears the 
development would be largely hidden. However for a highly visible 
development - 
• The zone of visual influence would have to be defined and a visual 

impact study would be needed. 
• An assessment would have to be made of the effect the development 

would have on visual receptors, whether this is positive or negative, 
to what magnitude, and the significance of this.  

• Explanation would be required on how potentially negative visual 
impacts have been minimized during the design process and how 
any remaining negative visual impacts are to be mitigated for. 

• There will be a need to effectively illustrate the proposals with 
photomontages from a small selection key view points, so that an 
assessment can be made on the development within context of the 
setting. These should include popular viewing locations, elevated 
viewing locations, higher ground viewpoints from the hills or 
designated landscapes, the effect of morning, high sun and low 
evening lighting conditions, night lighting, high and low tide 
differences. 

• The likely locations of sensitive visual receptors (people) in the 
vicinity of the proposed site should be identified. Receptor types 
should be identified and located, both from communities or interest 
and communities of place, both land and water based. Significance 
will depend on numbers and sensitivity. 
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SEASCAPE AND 
COASTAL CHARACTER 

As above • The need for assessment depends on the scale and visual prominence of 
the development.  

• A large development with many markers and night lighting may become 
a significant scale of change and a seascape character assessment might 
then be needed. This would need to assess the effects of the 
development on seascape character, through defining the character and 
identifying the effects. Particular attention would need to be paid in the 
location and design to protecting the character of the undeveloped part 
of the setting of the AONB.  

• A small scale or wholly underwater project with very few visual impacts 
unlikely to change the character of the seascape, may not require a 
seascape assessment apart from during the construction and 
maintenance events. 

HISTORIC LANDSCAPE As above • The need for assessment depends on the scale and visual prominence of 
the development. 

• Historic landscapes are non-statutory, but are a material consideration in 
the planning process and local authorities are asked to take information 
on the Registers of Landscapes of Historic Interest in Wales, into 
account when considering the implication of developments which are of 
such a scale that they would have more than local impact on an area on 
the Register (WAG, Planning Policy Wales, March 2002, section 
6.5.23). 

• Register of landscapes of outstanding historic/special interest in Wales 
(CCW/Cadw) includes the Amlwch and Parys Mountain HLW close to 
the proposed development site. 

DESIGNATED SITES 
AONB, HERITAGE 
COAST, NATIONAL 
PARK, SPECIAL 
LANDSCAPE AREA 

 • Ynys Môn / Anglesey AONB. The “special qualities” of the AONB are 
identified in the Anglesey Coast AONB management plan, available 
from Isle of Anglesey County Council, and should form the basis for the 
assessment of impact on this designated area.  

• Heritage Coast: North Anglesey Coast. 
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Other issues:  

1. The relative importance of many of the issues raised will vary depending on the precise location being considered and the scale 
and number of units proposed. 

2. Information will be required on possible impacts (particularly on designated, BAP, and Nationally Important habitats and 
species) during the construction, operation, maintenance and decommissioning phases of the development.  

3. Details of the power transmission route will be required to assess the likely terrestrial impact of the proposal. 
4. The environmental impacts of sourcing the material for construction of the proposed development need to be assessed. 
5. Cumulative and in combination impacts with other developments e.g. offshore wind farms, other renewable energy devices, 

existing and likely future nuclear power plant, the proposed LNG facility, and operations could be a key issue. 
6. Data are available from CCW for some of the constraints/sensitivities given in this table.  
 

Please note this list is not a definitive guide nor does it constitute a CCW position statement on the proposed development. 
 
 
Additional useful sources of information include; 
 
ABPmer (2005). Potential nature conservation and landscape impacts of marine renewable energy developments in Welsh Territorial 
Waters. CCW policy research report No. 04/8.  
 
Countryside Council for Wales, English Nature, Joint Nature Conservation Committee, (in draft). Joint Nature Conservation Agency 
Guidance on Offshore Wind farm Development: A guidance note for developers undertaking offshore wind farm developments: 
Version 5 Sep 2004. Available from JNCC. 
 
Scott Wilson and Downie, A.J. (2003) A review of possible marine renewable energy development projects and their natural heritage 
impacts from a Scottish perspective.  Scottish Natural Heritage Commissioned Report F02AA414. 
 
 
 


